Horizon 2020 and beyond
Securing funding for your research and innovation project
Preparing a plan for your future EU project activities

In all the excitement of the many funding opportunities, you can lose sight of the bigger picture: What kind of projects do you want to get funded? Which ones are most crucial and which ones would be nice to have? When do relevant calls open in the next two years? What resources do you have available to prepare grant applications? Together, we help you answer these questions by exploring relevant funding programmes, identifying opportunities and developing a strategic and operational action plan for your project ideas.

Your objectives

- Promote your project ideas and product development
- Get your research and innovation funded
- Identify possible EU funding opportunities
- Plan grant applications for the next two years

Your Benefits

- Focus on best suitable funding schemes
- Get a realistic time plan
- Plan your resources for grant applications
- Increase your efficiency with a strategic plan

Your take-home tools

- Key facts on most promising funding schemes
- Timeline covering proposal submissions for the next two years
- Resources required for the application process (e.g. personnel, finances and effort)
- Contingency plan

Our experience in EU programmes, applications and project implementation

What started in 2008 during the 7th Framework Programme has become a long history of supporting EU funded projects. Our enthusiasm has not halted with the transition to Horizon 2020 and will continue in Horizon Europe.
Our experts for your support
We will assist you in identifying suitable funding instruments in Horizon 2020 and other funding schemes for your research, development and innovation project. Together, we can devise a plan to create and fill your proposal pipeline, and pave the way for your participation in EU funded projects.
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